Abstract. Architectural security of a distributed system is best considered at design time rather than further down the software life cycle where it may become very expensive to make even minor modifications to the software architecture. In this paper we take Architectural Interaction Diagrams (AID) [9, 8] , an architecture description framework with an unique ability to encode communication efficiently and augment actions of AID components with security levels to produce SAID. This new architecture description language enables the designer to impose information flow restriction policies on system communications at design time which in turn allows a reduction of the information flow analysis problem for distributed systems to the simpler problem of information flow analysis of individual components of the distributed system.
Introduction
Model-driven architecture (MDA) [14] is an increasingly-popular paradigm of software development which looks upon models as first class entities in the development life-cycle.
There are two parts to any model-driven distributed system development process: specifying intra-model behavior (how a model does computation) and inter-model behavior (how different models communicate and coordinate). Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) try to make the development of the coordination infrastructure and the component models (ie users of the coordination infrastructure ) as orthogonal to each other as possible in order to facilitate independent development and reuse.
Architectural Interaction Diagrams (AID) [9, 8] constitute an architecture description language with the following desirable properties:
-It supports abstract definitions of coordination that are separate from component models. -It provides a parameterized notion of coordination (a coordination system generated for n component models does not need to be recoded for n+1 component modelsunlike in CSP [3] , CCS [12] based notations where it would need to be rewritten) -It provides a coordination framework into which heterogenous models (models written in different modeling notation) can be plugged in and made to interoperate seamlessly. -It allows for a variety of analysis routines (execution simulation, pre-order and equivalence checking, model-checking/counterexample generation) by virtue of the 126 A. Ray base formalism for AID being Labelled Transition Systems (LTS)s for which such algorithms have been extensively developed.
AID as described above are primarily used for certifying that the models satisfy properties related to the proper operation of the system (nothing bad can happen, something good will eventually happen etc). However the way coordination is encoded in AID makes it easily extensible for writing down security policies for information-flow between components plugged into the framework. Distributed information-flow policies are used to enforce security in a distributed system and adapting an unified framework for encoding coordination policies and information flow policies helps the designer deal with these two related issues at the same time. In this paper we propose an extension of AID called SAID (Secure Architectural Interaction Diagrams) which does exactly this. An important aspect of distributed information flow security [4] is to ensure two kinds of security: security of computations of the components/processes (intra-component) and security in the flow of information between components (inter-component). SAID concerns itself with the latter problem. By providing the user the concept of buses (analogous to connectors in WRIGHT [7] ) to encode interprocess communication, SAID allows for the specification of information flow policies on the distribution of information across components. The utility of this is twofold: firstly it confines the distributed information flow problem to a non-distributed context where there are several techniques [11] for dealing with it. Secondly it allows the designer to play with different information flow security policies (by encoding different buses) so as to consider different aspects of the functionality-security tradeoff before a design decision is committed to.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:
-Extending an existing coordination framework to encompass a wider domain of applicability: from purely safety certification to safety-and-security co-design.
-Providing correct-by-construction coordination rules that guarantee informationflow-safety during component composition.
While traditional approaches [4] first construct the entire system model (component models + coordination infrastructure) and then perform information flow analysis on it, SAID approaches the problem by providing correct-by-construction coordination rules that guarantee information-flow-safety during component composition (ie the composition operation does not introduce spurious information flow) and thus obviates the need for analyzing the entire composed system. In other words, it reduces the distributed information flow security problem to the more tractable single component information flow security problem where we can apply several well-studied methodologies for checking information flow of single components and then use the coordination framework assembly rules to guarantee global security properties.
Related Work
SAID extends the Architecture Interaction Diagrams paradigm [9, 8] by providing an enhanced methodology of writing down security-aware buses (Buses being the interprocess communication (IPC) entity used in AID). There are other architecture description languages s like WRIGHT [7] , and coordination languages like Linda [5] that support some of the specification features used by SAID. However to our knowledge none of the standard formal ADLs available have been used as a framework for distributed information flow analysis. Security wrappers [13] are expressed as terms in a boxed π calculus and are used to compose untrusted components to form a secure system. Like the communication encodings in SAID, they too impose information flow policies on communication by filtering communications through the wrapper and in turn provide a correct-by-construction composition formalism. The aim of SAID is different from security wrappers: over here we are interested in extending a fully developed architecture description language so that it may support the expression of information-flow policies with the broad aim of having an unified method of dealing with coordination and information flow. Since SAID builds on AID, it inherits its beneficial features: state-space-efficient communication semantics and a more expressive communication vocabulary: as an example, in our formalism, a sophisticated event-coordination system used in an ubiquitious computing environment [10] can be efficiently encoded as a bus wheras it would be quite cumbersome to write a security wrapper that would encapsulate such a complicated communication discipline.
With respect to information flow analysis, our work is motivated by the distributed information flow analysis framework detailed by Mantel and Sabelfeld in [4] . In this work they motivate the need for distributed information flow which is defined to be the ability to check for spurious information flows not only when the process is performing its computation steps but also when messages are in transit via the communication infrastructure of the system. However our approach is different from the approach of Mantel and Sabelfield in the sense that while they analyze security properties globally, our approach is to localize the analysis to the components/processes by enforcing information flow safety across processes in a correct-by-construction fashion. The work in [4] proceeds by requiring a translation from their input formalism to an event-based system where an inherent limitation is introduced by the fact that the event-based system, by virtue of being a single-IPC-system, is merely able to simulate the richer modes of IPC that their input formalism uses (rather than support it natively). SAID on the other hand by virtue of its ability to provide different forms of IPC as a language-supported facility (rather than artificial simulation) provides a richer event-based mechanism for analysis with the result that systems may be directly defined and analyzed in SAID without the need of an explicit translation step.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background to the theory of AID and distributed information flow which in turn lays the foundation for Section 3 which deals with SAID and examples that illustrate our approach. Section 4 contains discussions while Section 5 talks about future work and conclusions.
Background

Architectural Interaction Diagrams
Architectural Interaction Diagrams (AID) [8] is an Architecture Description Language for specifying systems, especially communication-intensive ones. Since SAID is derived from AID by augmenting transitions of its components, an understanding of the theory behind AID becomes imperative for understanding SAID. The base formalism for AID is IOLTS (Input-Output Labeled Transition System), which are FSMs, consisting of states, transitions, a transition relation, a start state and a set of ports (the set being called an interface). A AID component has output transitions (writing data to a port), input transitions (reading data from a port) and another composite transition called remote procedure-call which consists of a single transition that denotes an output and an input action in sequence. This is analogous to a traditional remote procedure call in a programming language, with the output part signifying the supplying of actual parameters by the AID agent and the input part denoting the return value supplied back to the AID agent.
An AID component (agent) can take one of two forms: either it can be an IOLTS or it maybe a network containing other AID components embedded in interfaces and connected together in a communication topology as shown in Figure 1 . The entities that actually perform the mechanism of communication and synchronization are called buses which like AIDs are also provided ports. The ports of a AID component and a bus are connected by links. It is also possible to export ports on an interface to an embedee interface through gates
The AID theory imposes no restrictions on how an IOLTS AID is described concretely: it could be a Statechart, or a term in process algebra, or a program. The only basic requirement is that the modeling formalism can be converted to IOLTSs ie for each input language there has to be translation to an IOLTS. We do not intend to provide a full semantic description of AID but the interested reader is requested to refer to [8] for the entire description including the Structural Operation Semantics (SOS) [6] rules that enable us to provide AID its uniqueness. What we do provide is the intuition behind buses ie the communication abstraction mechanism of AID.
In AID buses handle interactions between subsystems. As such, they have two responsibilities: the transfer of data between senders and receivers, and the synchronization of sender/receiver transitions, depending on the semantics of the interaction mechanism. For example, consider a synchronous binary handshaking interaction mechanism. Not only must a bus implementing this mechanism deliver a data value from a sender to a receiver, but it must also ensure that senders and receivers block until a communication partner is ready to execute. In the case of bounded-buffer non-lossy communication, on the other hand, senders should be blocked when the buffer is full, while receivers should be blocked when the buffer is empty. In shared memory neither senders ("writers") nor receivers ("readers") ever block. Providing a common framework for explicating these subtleties is a central goal of the AID theory.
In particular, we wish to view buses as "devices" that combine transitions of subsystems connected to the bus into system-level transitions, according to the synchronization discipline the bus is intended to capture. This is where AID differ from conventional approaches . Normally the combining of subsystem transitions to form system-level transitions is done through the || (parallel) operator and the native handshaking discipline that is "hard-coded" into the semantics of the language. What we want however is to have a more general mechanism by which it would be possible for the user to define her own systems of communication and this newly created communication discipline can then be plugged seamlessly into the native semantics of the language. Buses are the means by which this goal is achieved.
Definition 1. A bus is a tuple of form I, B, T, b 0 , where I is an interface ie a pair of set of ports (the first set representing write and the second set the read ports), B is a set of bus states, T is a transition relation and and b 0 ∈ B is the start state
Intuitively, a bus contains a read and write interface, a set of states reflecting the internal status of the bus, a transition relation, and an initial state. Buses are similar to IOLTSs, but the transition relation is significantly different and requires more comment. A bus can be looked upon as an action transducer that takes as its input a bus state, a set of enabled write transitions (W V )represented by a set of tuples of the form (writeport,value), a set of enabled read transitions (R) represented by a set of read ports and provides as its outputs another bus state, a set of fired write transitions (W ) represented by a set of write ports and a set of tuples (RV ) of form (readport,value) that represents the set of fired read transitions.
A bus transition is of the form
is intended to be read as: "if the bus is in state b, and subsystems connected to the bus enable write transitions as indicated in W V and read transitions as enabled in R, then the bus fires read transitions as indicated in RV and write transitions as indicated in W and goes to state b ." This firing of selected read and write transitions in systems connected to the bus is also done atomically: thus one bus transition may "consume" several transitions from the components connected to it. Also, "writing" to a bus is interpreted with respect to components connected to a bus: so write ports on a subsystem are connected to write ports on a bus, and similarly for read ports. A bus transition may be thought of as consisting of an "enabling condition" and a "firing condition". The former requires that certain transitions be enabled on component ports that are connected to different bus ports. The latter then indicates which of the enabled transitions actually fire when the bus transition fires, thus causing state changes in the components as well as the bus.
In order to provide bus transitions, we have two obligations. The first is to define a transition predicate T P involving free variables W V , R, RV and W with the property that b
The second is to show how the target of the transition ie b is related to b
A Simple Example. The Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [12] supports synchronous message passing as its only form of communication. This form of communication is common in other process algebras like CCS and CSP as well, and we show how it may be encoded as a bus. Buses in GCCS place no limit on how many subsystems are allowed to use them. They require all senders and receivers to block until at least one sender and receiver are enabled; then an exchange of data occurs, with the selected sender and receiver free to continue executing. T contains all transitions for which T P is true:
Since the bus does not need to store the data and merely needs to pass it on, there is only a single state in the bus. Hence the target of the transition b is always equal to b A bus M S = I, B, T, b 0 encapsulating synchronous binary handshaking may be defined as follows.
-I = a tuple consisting of two finite set of ports (read and write).
-B = {b} consists of a single state.
-T is defined above.
In other words, a bus transition is enabled any time there is at least one reader and writer, and the result of firing the transition is to cause exactly one writer and one reader to execute, with the value output by the writer being shifted to the reader. Note that the bus never changes state; the only role of M S 's transitions is to synchronize the transitions of users of the bus.
Information Flow Analysis
Information flow analysis is concerned with studying and characterizing flow of information within a system with the aim of enforcing confidentiality of system data. Access-control mechanisms restrict resources to certain class of users or allow only certain operations on a controlled resource for a particular class of users. Information flow is traditionally considered to be more fine-grained than access control: over here the untrusted users are allowed access to the resource (unlike in access control where the access itself is restricted) but the information that the untrusted observers can obtain by using the resource would be regulated by the design of the communication/coordination framework so that the untrusted observer may not deduce anything that it is not supposed to know. Let us consider the following pseudo-code fragment:
If (salary ≥ 10, 000) then public = 0 else public = 1;
Here if salary is a protected variable (with a HI security level) and public be a public variable (with a LO security level) then an untrusted user by observing the value of public can deduce some infromation about the value of salary (even if he does not get the exact value). Information flow policies are rules that are checked to see that such leaks are not present. For instance, a possible information flow policy to prevent the above information flow might be that if the guard of a command (the if statement) contains a reference to a HI variable and if there is any LO variable in its body (the then part) then that code fragment is insecure.
Distributed information flow analysis studies the information flow analysis in a distributed domain taking into account the flow of information between components. Let us consider another simple example as before:
If (salary ≥ 10, 000) then put(private = 0);
Here private is a HI security level variable and put is a network operation which puts the variable private on the network (after setting it to 0). Here the guard and body of the if statement are both HI-level and so it passes the policy of the previous case. Now if there are untrusted agents listening on the network, then they are able to observe the fact that a variable was put onto the bus ( they are still not able to read the value of private) and from that deduce some information about salary. ( the problem here is that while private is HI-level the coordination operation put is not).While in the previous example, we could impose information safety by simply looking at the isolated component, here the policy will have to be more subtle.
The insecurity in the above example arises from the fact that the put operation happens for one branch of a conditional statement (the if-then part and not the if-else part). A non-distributed policy might be to stipulate that regardless of the outcome of the guarding if condition, the network operation put will take place (with different values of course) so that an untrusted observer cannot deduce which part of the conditional statement got executed. However this would neccesiate modifying the design of the component which we want to avoid (for the sake of re-use). So instead of the above component-specific policy, we attempt to restrict the coordination inherent in the put operation so it becomes invisible to any untrusted observer. Consequent examples in this paper show how this coordination invisibilty is encoded in terms of a specific distributed policy and how our framework handles it.
One way to go about enforcing this policy at the model level would be to assign a HI security level to any put operation, and following the CCS [12] and CSP [3] paradigm of synchronous handshaking, stipulate that any reader that wishes to coordinate with put would have to do so on a label with a HI security level. While this would work on simple handshake type of communication, it is rare that real-world systems use such a simple method of inter-process communication/coordination--multicast, asynchronous communication and other sophisticated forms of communication are more realistic IPC mechanisms. These are not supported natively by CCS/CSP-based ADLs and so in such frameworks, any such communication would have to be simulated by a sequence of biparty handshakes. Now there is no simple way to write down a policy that works on the labels of the transitions which are simulating a single co-ordination operation: what instead is needed is a way of encoding coordination abstraction entities which encapsulate the semantics of the specific IPC faithfully but are actually single transitions . This is where SAID steps in by enabling us to obtain single-transition coordination abstractors on which we may impose information flow policies in an atomic fashion.
SAID
In SAID, there are three kinds of component transitions that use ports (T write , T read and T rpc ):
-An output transition q, w!v, q ∈ T write indicates a state change from q to q when value v is written out to the environment on write port w. In SAID each transition is associated with a security level ={H, L} with the function sec level(t) returning the security level of a particular transition t. (Multiple levels of security are also possible in the SAID setting but we do not consider them in this paper) These security levels are user-supplied while defining the base Input Output Labeled Transition Systems. Another place where security levels need to be supplied by the user are in the bus data structures (whose snapshots form the bus states). As an example for a shared variable or a message queue bus the data structure that implements the communication must be provided a security level. A subsequent example will make clear this intuition.
The role of the bus is now to look at the security levels of all the transitions that want to write to it or read from it and then based on the security policy the bus enforces, decide which of these transitions will be given the chance to write and which of these transitions will be given a chance to read.
Examples
Synchronous Broadcast. Let us first consider synchronous broadcast without any security labels. In this communication discipline, there is one writer and multiple readers. It is analogous to the example in the previous section which had multiple writers and readers blocking till the communication fired. The only difference between synchronous broadcast and the synchronous biparty handshake in the previous example was that while in the previous example we chose one writer and one reader non-deterministically and made them "handshake" by passing a value between them, over here all the readers who want to read will be supplied the data value (in contrast to just one). Another difference is that we do not require the presence of at least one reader. The choice of a single writer however is non-deterministic as before. The definition of the transition predicate encapsulates this intuition. T contains all transitions for which T P is true:
Since the bus does not need to store the data and merely needs to pass it on, there is only a single state in the bus. Hence the target of the transition b is always equal to b. A bus M broadcast = I, B, T, b 0 encapsulating synchronous binary handshaking may be defined as follows. -I = a tuple consisting of two finite set of ports (read and write). -B = {b} consists of a single state.
Now by the communication discipline imposed by the above bus any of the writers who want to write (denoted by their membership in W V ) can be allowed to write. This means if there is a maximum of n writers who may want to use the bus at a single point of execution there will be n different non-deterministic choices. Among the n non-deterministic choices, some of them may be considered insecure due to particular information flow policies and may be omitted from the global state space. SAID allows us to impose these policies in a natural fashion.
Let us assume the following information flow policy:
"Only those readers that have security level greater than or equal to the writer will be allowed to read; all the rest of the readers shall be blocked." (P 1 ).
T contains all transitions for which T P is true:
This rule encapsulates the policy that if a writer has a security level of L (in other words the transition contributed by the writer to the bus has level L) then anyone will be allowed to read what it has written. If the writer's security level is H then only those readers that have a level of H will be allowed to read the value and the readers who have security level L will be blocked. Let us consider another security policy:
"Only those writers with a security level lesser than or equal to all the readers will be given a chance to write" (P 2 ) T contains all transitions for which T P is true:
Over here we apply the restriction at the writer's end (whereas in P 1 the restriction was at the reader's end) in that rather than having an unrestricted non-determinstic choice among all writers as in the previous policy we restrict our choice of writers from among those writers whose transitions have security level lesser than or equal to all readers.
It should be clear now how subtle changes in the way T P is constructed can lead to the definition of different kind of security policies: some constraining the choice of writer and some the readers. The convenience afforded by this methodology of defining communication discipline and access constraints at the same time is quite signficant to the designer; she may now at very insignificant incremental effort construct these different buses and play around with them in the software architecture.
For instance it may be interesting to consider the security-functionality tradeoff in a particular coordination architecture between the application of P 1 and P 2 :in one sense P 2 may be deemed to be more secure than P 1 because in P 2 a writer with a transition of level H cannot write if there is even one reader with a security level of L listening in on the bus interaction. However in P 1 the write takes place even if there are insecure readers; its just that they do not receive the data value.
In terms of information flow, P 1 can still be considered secure because the lowprivileged readers will not know if the broadcast took place at all because they will always remain blocked. In other words, a low-privileged reader will not be able to distinguish whether it is waiting because there has been no write by the high privileged process or whether the write operation has already been completed. (the communication here is silent with respect to the untrusted/low-privilege reader. Contrast this with the following policy P 3 which is closely similar to P 1 .
"Only those readers that have security level greater than or equal to the writer will be allowed to read; all the rest of the readers shall be denied access." (P 3 )
Over here the low-privileged readers are no longer blocked and get an explicit DEN IED message. Despite the fact that the low-privileged readers do not know the value of the secure data passed through the bus, they could still obtain the information that a secure communication took place by checking for the DEN IED message. Thus for P 3 there is information leak which is not present in the closely related policy P 1 In terms of functionality however the reverse is true: P 3 is more functional than P 1 because P 1 works by blocking lower privileged components while P 3 allows lower privileged components to continue with their operation even if they are not allowed to participate in an interaction.
Another point to consider: P 2 leaves the door open for a denial of service attack on the communication whereas a low privileged reader can keep on entering into a secure group communication and prevent any kind of high privileged data from being transmitted. This attack would fail on P 1 and P 3 because transmission of any kind of data can go in even in the presence of low privileged readers.
Summarizing the lessons from the above discussion, it is very important for the designer to play around with different policies at design time and study their effects on her design decisions. SAID provides her with an efficient framework for doing so.
Asynchronous Communication. So far we have been considering synchronous communication where the bus state does not change. This simplifies the definition of security policies as we only need to be considered with the security labels of the transitions participating in an interaction. But once we enter the domain of asynchronous communication, buses are no longer stateless and we need to supply security labels on bus data structures also and incorporate them into the information flow policies.
One may find many different forms of asynchronous communication used in modeling distributed systems: bounded / unbounded buffer, shared variables, etc. All involve a shared data structure into which writers deposit data and from which readers extract data. In what follows we give a general scheme for defining non-lossy asynchronous communication primitives in AID and show how it may be specialized to implement asynchronous mechanisms.
We begin by defining a generalized "storage structure".
Definition 2. A storage structure is a tuple B, put, get , where B is the set of states, put ∈ V × B → B is a partial function, and get ∈ B → (V × B) is a partial function.
Intuitively, the states of a storage structure indicate "what's stored", while put and get insert and extract, respectively, data stored in a state. As an example, consider how a storage structure corresponding to a five-place FIFO buffer might be defined, where V * is the set of sequences of values, | | is the length of sequence , and · is the sequence concatenation operator.
, and is undefined otherwise.
A storage structure may also be given for a shared variable. In this case, the states of the variable correspond to the values that the variable can hold.
Both put SV and get SV are total functions. Note that get SV does not change the state of a variable, reflecting the fact that read operations on a shared variable do not change the state of the variable. -I is a tuple consiting of two finite sets of ports (read and write).
T contains all bus transitions of the form
such that W V = ∅ or R = ∅, and: either RV = ∅ and
In other words, M D does not limit the connections coming into it, and its transitions are candidates for firing if at least one writer or reader wants access and the relevant put D or get D operations are defined in the current storage state. If e.g. get D (b) is undefined, then no reads can be performed because the condition "get D (b) = ..." is untrue.
Adapting this into the SAID setting we can now modify the get D (b) and the put D (b) to be security aware. For instance we could have the policy that:
If the security level of the storage structure is l then it can be written to/read from by a write/read transition with a security level higher than l.
Let us look at how we would implement the sub-policy that
If the security level of the storage structure is l then it can be written to by a write transition with a security level higher than l.
In order to do that we need to first assign a security level to the storage structure under consideration. Then we would need to modify the definition of put D (b) such that a put operation is completed if and only if the security label of the transition contributing the data value to be added to the storage structure is greater than or equal to the security level of the storage structure.
The way asynchronous communication is defined above, the writing transition will be blocked in case the shared structure is full (ie it has reached its capacity) or the write transition does not have the privilege to write to the shared structure. If the writing transition is sure that the shared structure is not full or that it can never be full (for instance a shared variable can always be written upon) then it can deduce some information from the write operation (the information being that it does not have access privilege on the shared structure). Even this information leak can be plugged by redefining the put operation so that it is always defined even if the write operation failed. In that case the writer will not know if his write went "through" and thus will not be able to deduce any information. However this comes at the cost of usability as even a component executing a write transition that has the proper security level will not know if the data it sent got written onto the shared data-space or not.
The other subpolicy (relating to read) can be implemented in an analogous manner.
Transitive Security Policies. Some security policies cannot be expressed as a policy on a single interaction but instead needs to be defined on relationships between multiple interactions. As an example, let us consider a transitive security policy (a policy actually used in X-Windows [1] ) T contains all bus transitions of the form Here the entire security is being enforced at the communication layer without altering the components in any way. Y may be a insecure component which may want to transmit its value to Z but the communication policy will prevent it from doing so (thus we obtain a secure composition of untrusted components).
Discussion
In distributed information flow analysis, designers are interested in checking to see if the global pattern of information flow through the system satisfies certain policies. The way this is accomplished is by looking at the system in its totality and then checking for policy violations.
In our approach we follow the general AID paradigm of separating communication definition from component definition and apply it to information flow analysis. Buses in AID are abstractions of the communications being used in a distributed system which by virtue of SOS rules stich together component transitions to form global systemlevel transitions . Looking at it another way, rather than telling us exactly how the communication is being accomplished (its implementation) buses define the abstract behavior of the particular communication it encodes . In the final analysis this is all that we need in order to study the behavior of the components.
Similarly in SAID we abstract away details of how exactly the information flow policy is enforced. Instead we represent the behavior of communication under the imposed security policy by SAID buses with the aim of obtaining a precise description of component behavior in the particular coordination framework of the distributed system without considering the details of how the policy is enforced. Once this is achieved, we can then do information flow analysis on the components themselves independent of the communication.
A relevant question that may be asked is how can we guarantee that our assumptions on the information policies imposed on inter-component communication are actually satisfied by the actual implementation of the communication. Revisiting our synchronous broadcast example from the previous section: how can we be sure that the actual communication infrastructure that performs the message broadcast satisfies the policies P 1 , P 2 or P 3 . After all, it can be argued that all we are doing is that we are asserting that a particular policy holds for the communication and based on that assertion we are then looking inside each component and analyzing information flow inside each of them.
The answer to this question lies in understanding the hierarchical way we build up complex safety and security critical systems. In general the synchronous communication "bus" used in the example may in turn be built up from multiple interacting components with their own communication disciplines and policies. In that case we need to break down the global policy of the bus into sub-policies on the simpler communications used by the distributed system implementing the broadcast. Then we need to encode the broadcast system as a SAID system and iteratively go down the hierarchy to simpler systems where the policies may be shown to be trivially true. For now this decomposition of complex policies into simpler policies is manually done but future work lies in automatically generating these sub-policies from the policies as we go down the analysis hierarchy.
Continuing the synchronous broadcast example let us assume that it is implemented as a reliable broadcast protocol on the lines of the protocol in [2] . Then in order to validate our assumptions on the information flow we need to construct a SAID description of the broadcast protocol and validate the sub-policies on the system in the same way as we did for the higher level system that uses the broadcast bus.
Our correct-by-construction approach (where correctness is defined as adherence to an information flow policy) for composing components makes it unnecessary for us to apply post-construction information flow based analysis routines for the entire system. Our policy-enforcement method is very similar to the way we enforce the semantics of coordination-which is what enables us to reuse the entire AID framework with minimum modifications ( addition of security levels on transitions). As a result, the state-space benefits (due to the one-transition-per-communication principle of AID) and the ability to plug in heterogenous components (as long as they can be translated to a LTS ) are features SAID inherits from AID making it a robust environment for safety-and-security codesign. (The advantages of AID alluded to here are not discussed in this paper; the interested reader is asked to refer to [8, 9] for details.)
Future Work and Conclusions
Future work consists of equipping SAID with an explicit notion of time so as to enable the expression of policies which depend on the temporal ordering of messages. Other future work lies in finding automated ways of taking a security policy imposed on the abstraction and breaking it down to sub-policies that can be checked on the implementation.
In conclusion the utility of SAID lies in its ability to reduce the global information flow problem to local information flow by a form of assume-guarantee reasoning (where the assumptions are restrictions on the flow of information between components and the guarantee part is the information flow analysis on the local components) and its reuse of the coordination infrastructure provided by an ADL to perform unified communication and information flow specifications on a software architecture.
